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Description
The yum importer docs[0] for the 'skip' values state:
List of content types to be skipped during the repository synchronization. If unspecified, all typ
es will be synchronized. Valid values are: rpm, drpm, distribution, errata, packagegroup; default
is [].
There are at least two problems here:
1. 'errata' doesn't validate. Instead it needs to be 'erratum'.
2. Also 'packagegroup' can't be used at all.
It should be determined what the valid values are of 'skip', that they all work, and that the correct names pass validation and incorrect
names don't. I'm not sure if validation is happening on client-side, server-side, or both.
[0]: http://pulp-rpm.readthedocs.org/en/latest/tech-reference/yum-plugins.html#yum-importer
Related issues:
Related to RPM Support - Issue #1471: Documented yum importer option named 's...

CLOSED - WONTFIX

Associated revisions
Revision 4bb84a49 - 01/15/2016 10:17 PM - sbhawsin
Fixed: Yum import option 'skip' recommends several invalid values as options to use
https://pulp.plan.io/issues/1472
closes #1472

History
#1 - 01/05/2016 04:34 PM - bmbouter
- Related to Issue #1471: Documented yum importer option named 'skip' does not work added
#2 - 01/08/2016 04:58 PM - mhrivnak
- Triaged changed from No to Yes
- Tags Documentation added
#3 - 01/15/2016 10:32 PM - sbhawsin
- Status changed from NEW to POST
https://github.com/pulp/pulp_rpm/pull/771
#4 - 01/18/2016 05:32 PM - sbhawsin
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- Assignee set to sbhawsin
#5 - 01/19/2016 07:46 PM - sbhawsin
- Status changed from POST to MODIFIED
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 4bb84a49aac750cfd01d224de1e49e6a5498e8b3.
#6 - 02/11/2016 10:30 PM - rbarlow
- Status changed from MODIFIED to 5
- Platform Release set to 2.8.0
#7 - 03/23/2016 07:48 PM - dkliban@redhat.com
- Status changed from 5 to CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
#8 - 04/15/2019 10:39 PM - bmbouter
- Tags Pulp 2 added
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